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ABSTRACT

Experiment.a1 research suggest.s t.hat. employee absenteeism is

reduced when levels of organizational commitment are high.
Organizational commitment can be fostered through the

benevolent treatment or support by the organization of its
employees.

Currently# personal work ethic is being seen as

a moderating variable in the support-absenteeism

relationship.

This study attempted to replicate <with some

modifications) and extend the research of Eisenberger#

Huntihgton# Hutchison and Sowa (1986) who found the absence
rates of employees with a strong personal work ethic (low
exchange ideology) to be unaffected by their employer's

show of low support.

Conversely# those who live strongly

by the concept of equitable exchange (high exchange
ideology) showed high absenteeism in the face of low
support.

In the present research# it was further expected

that supervisory support would be more of an influence oh

absenteeism than support shown by the organization as a
whole# and that level of exchange ideology is a function of

age.

Subjects (N=92) Were nonmanagement employees from all

departments Of a small Southwestern city organization who

had the same supervisor for the past year and who
volunteered to complete surveys assessing perceived support

'iii
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and exchange Ideology.

Result.s neither duplicat.ed the

findings of Eisenberger, et al. (19S6>, nor supported the
current hypotheses, with the exception that level of

exchange ideology was found to be significantly correlated
with the age of the employee; that is, those with low
exchange ideologies tended to be older in age than those
with high exchange ideologies.

The results of this study

suggest the existence of additional, perhaps much stronger,
forces working to influence one's level of absenteeism.
Future research might seek to measure the effect of
organizational/supervisory support and employee exchange

ideology on one's job commitment as measured by on-the-job
effort, rather than pursuing further their possible effect

on organizational commitment as measured by absenteeism.
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INTRODUCTION

Employee absent-eeism is a worldwide phenomenon cutting

across all industries and having, in the United States, an
annual price tag in the tens of biliions of dollars.

Unfortunately, this problem is perpetuated by the fact that
little relationship continues to exist between theory and
research on absenteeism and the practice of managing

employees.

Nevertheless, there are steps employers can

taHe to reduce absenteeism.

For example, an organization's

benevolent treatment of its workers can be thought of as a

diemdnstration of support and commitment to them and in turn
can foster employee commitment to ths orgahization, often
leading to reduced absenteeism.

Moreover, employee

attendance can be increased if only management would seek
to better understand ths connection between the behaviors

they show their workers, employees' own persbnal work
values and subsequent worker reaction to these often

competing forces.

The proposed reseerch seeks ^

illuminate this connection by investigating the effect on

absenteeism of:

1> empioyeeis' perceptiene^^^^o^

commitment shown them by their supervisors and the
organization as a whole, and

2> employees' own work ethic

as it pertains specifically to the exchange of work effort

for on-the-job support.

This research will draw heavily

upon a previous study of perceived organizational support
by Eisenberger, Muntington, Hutchison, and Sowa (1986).

Their results showed that perceived support reduced
absenteeism.

Those with a strong work ethic were not

affected by low support; those who lived strongly by the
concept of equitable exchange show high absenteeism in the
face of low support.

What is Organizational Commitment?

There is little consensus concerning what is meant by

"organizational Commitment."

A review of the literature by

Stevens, Byef, and Trice <1978> exposed both Overlap and
ambiguity with regard to competing definitions of the
concept of organizational commitment.

Terms such as

professional commitment, occupational commitment,
organizational loyalty, organizational attraction,

organizational identification, organizational involvement,
work involvement, role commitment, job involvement, or job
commitment have been used interchangeably and with no clear
consensus as to the meaning of the underlying constructs.

In addition, organizational commitment has been defined by
various researchers as involving an individual's identity,

loyalty, giving of energy, attachment to social relations,
spontaneous contribution, merging of goals, etc. (Howday,
Porter, & Steers, 1982).

O'Reilly and Chatman (19S6> suspect that the confusion
over definition has contributed to the lack of strong
findings linking the components of commitment to outcomes
such as absenteeism.

A widely accepted definition of organizational
commitment is offered by Howday, Porter, and Steers (19S2>,

who define the cdnCept as the relative strength of an
individual's identification with and Involvement in a

particular organization.

It is developed slowly and

consistently over time as individuals think about their

relationship with their employer, and it is characterized

by at least three factors: <a) a strong belief in and
acceptance of the organization's goals and values; Cb> a
willingness to exert considerable effort on behalf of the

organization; and <c) a strong desire to maintain
membership in the organization.

This definition has been

accepted and used by many, if not a majority, of
organizational commitment researchers. Nevertheless, what

is still needed are theoretical and operational definitibns

that clearly differentiate commitment and its components

<e.g., motivation, involvement, behavioral intention, etc.>
from other related constructs (Gould, 1979; O'Reilly &
Chatman, 1986; Scholly 1981; Wiener, 1982).

Relat.ed

Conat-ructa and

Antecedents of Commi-bment

A 1974 review by Stogdill (cited in Mowday et al.,
1982) generally confirms that a considerate style of
leadership facilitates 30b satisfaction.

Leader

consideration was also found to be related to employee
commitment (Morris & Sherman^ 1981).

Throughout the literature, "consideration" is

typically defined as behavior indicative of friendship,
mutual trust, respect and warmth in the relationship

between the leader and members of a work group.

For the 12

studies reviewed by Stogdill, however, no distinction was
made as to whether leader style referred specifically to
that of individual supervisors or the general leadership

style portrayed by the organization as a whole.
Trust.

An important component of consideration is

trust between leader and subordinate.

Gabarro (1978)

found, from interviewing executives, that for a
subordinate's trust in a superior, the integrity (moral
character and basic honesty), loyalty (motives) and

openness (ability to level with the employee and "be
straight" about problems and information that might be

pertinent either to the superior-subordinate relationship
or to the subordinate's performance) of the superior were

most important.

For a superior's trust in a subordinate,

integrity, along with the competence and consistency of the

aubordinate, were most important.'
The fact that the dimensions o£ trust had different

importances according to the relative status of the two

individuals could impact, for example, the superioi^'s
ability to truly understand how important it is to his

subordinates that he show openness toward them.

Therefore,

a superior's show of openness might be less than that
desired by his subordinates simply because he does not
appreciate the fact that they place a high value on it.

What's more, his subordinates may value this openness most
when it is shown by him, their immediate supervisor, as
opposed to other agents within the organization.
Cook and Wall <1980) introduced new scales for

measuring trust and organizational commitment and found
that trust correlated with organizational commitment.

A

subscale of trust, "faith in management" ("I feel quite
confident that the firm will always try to treat me

fairly," etc., p. 50), was found to be a most important

variable contributing to the formation of organizational
commitment,-

According to Culbert and HcDonbugh <1986),

people who make the decision to trust internalize the

goals, assumptions and values of the system in the belief
that this commitment will empower them to do their best
work possible.

Related to trust Is the notion of "Organizational

Dependabi1ity^" or the extent to which employees felt the
organization could be counted upon to look after empioyee
interests* which Buchanan <1974) and iStesfs (1977) found to

be significantly related to commitment.
Moreover

both researchers also found fSelings of

"personal importance to the organization" to be related to

commitment•

That is i' when smpToyees felt they were needed

or important to the orgariization'8 mission, commitment
attitudes inc^'eased.

Out of the 13 experience scales

measured by Buchanan <1974>, Personal Importance was found

to have the greatest Capacity to stimuiate the commitment
attitude among managers.

Furthermore, in his essay on

organizational commitment, Buchanan (1975) stated that

Personal Importahce aisihdls the closely related desire to
be respectsh emd appreciated for one's contributions.

The

author Conciuded that any positive feedback leading to a
sense of personal importance is a reward that enhances
self-esteem, and it will have the greatest impact oh
organizaitional commitment.

Job involvement.

Stevens, Beyer and Trice <1978)

found job invoivemeht to be a strbng positive predictor of

organizatibnal commitment.

In their research on personal,

role and organizatibnal predictors of managerial

commitment, they operatibnalized job inybiyement as that

which concerns an individual's ego involvement. wit.h -the
30b.

This builds on early research by Lodahl and Keener

(1965) who defined one's level of 30b involvement as
existing for the individual to the degree his self-esteem
is affected by his work performance.

Furthermore, they

identified its main determinant as a value orientation

toward work in general (work ethic) that is seen as

probably resistant to changes in the person due to the
nature of a particular 30b.
Work ethic:

Two types of commitment.

Modest

support has emerged to suggest that individuals with a

strong personal work ethic tend to be highly committed to
the organization (Buchanan, 1974; Card, 1978; Dubin,

Champoux, & Porter, 1975; Kidrbn, 1978; Rabinowitz & Hall,
1977).

Kidron (1978) found Protestant Ethic values to be

significantly related to "moral" commitment (as measured by
identification with organizational goals and values), but
not to "calculative" commitment (as measured by willingness

to leave the organization for a better 30b situation).
This is consistent with the normative view of commitment,

based on values and expectations of loyalty and duty, which
asserts that moral commitment is different from calculative

commitment in that it is relatively independent from

i]nmediat.e and t.einporary sit.uat.ional influences (Gould,
1979).

;

.

This view requires a separation of normative processes
from calculative ones in the prediction of work behaviors
(Wiener & Vardi, 1980).
and

Moreover, Wiener and Vardi (1980)

Wiener (1982) view work behavior as a function of two

processes where calculative commitment is, in reality, not
commitment at all, but instrumental motivation based on

reciprocity and explained by expectancy and social exchange
theories; moral commitment is always a normative process
and is the true meaning of commitment.

From this perspective, the Mowday et al. (1982)
definition of organizational commitment mentioned earlier
in this paper emphasizes neither instrumental motivation

nor commitment.

In contrast, the position held by Wiener

(1982) is that an employee's behavioral pattern resulting
from true commitment must 1) reflect personal sacrifice

made for the sake of the organization,

2) show persistence

(i.e., not depend primarily on environmental controls), and

3) indicate a personal preoccupation with the organization,
such as devoting a great deal of personal time to
organization-related actions and thoughts.

Furthermore,

when commitment exists, the emitted behavior becomes

stable, long term and independent of environmental
contingencies.

8

Further support for the commitment-in®tr:uiBental

motivation distinction has been found in a study by
O'Reilly and Chatman <1986) that focused on the underlying
dimensions of psychological attachment to the Organization*

They concluded that the basis for one's psychological ^
attachment to an organization may be predicated on three

independent foundations possibly representing separate
dimensions of organizational commitment:

(a) compliance or

instrumental involvement for specific, extrinsic rewards;
<b> identification or involvement based on a desire for
affiliation; and

<c> internalization or involvement

predicated on congritence between individual and
organizational values.

Finally, DeCotiis and Summers <1987), along with
Scholl (1981), share a view of commitment as a force that
directs behavior in that it setves as a "stabilizing force
that acts to maintain behavioral direction when
expectancy/equity conditions are not met and do not

function" <Scholl, 1981, p. 593).

DeCotiis and Summers

<1987) elaborate on this point by surmising that a
committed employee may be better able than a less committed

employee to allow the brganizatibn to make "inevitable

violations" of his expectations in the short run without

having those violations hegatively affect his attitude or
behaviors.

The same researchers found commitment, as

defined above, to be predictive of individual motivation.

On the other hand, situationally-dependent
instrumental motivation refers to only that amount of

motivation demonstrated on the job that has been previously
calculated by the employee to be the minimum amount

necessary to fulfill his end of the "psychological
contract."

The concept of psychological contract has been

developed most fully by Schein (1980) who defines it as the
set of unwritten reciprocal expectations between an

individual employee and the organization.

It is an

implicit exchange of beliefs and expectations about what
constitutes legitimate actions by either party (Schein,
1980, cited in Nicholson & Johns, 1985).

When an individual perceives that an organizational
system will not recognize and reward the contributions he

seeks to make, his only recourse is to modify his
relationship to the system by adjusting his side of the
psychological contract (Nicholson & Johns, 1985).

Equity and Absence;

A Social Exchange Approach

According to equity theory, developed by Adams (1963),
people believe that rewards and punishments should be

distributed in accordance with recipients' inputs or
contributions.

It is a concept of justice based on merit.
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whereby an individual judges the deservingness of the
receiver.

In the case of the present research and that of

Eisenberger et al. <19S6>, employees could be expected to

judge the deservingness of their supervisors and the

organization to receive their work effort, in the form of
attendance at work, as "reward" for show of support.
Befu <1984), an anthropologist, quotes colleague
Kenneth Baulding who makes the assumption that "social,

exchange is a positive-sum game:

Both parties to an

exchange value what they get more than what they give up,
otherwise the exchange would not take place" (cited in

Gergen, Greenberg, & Willis, 1984, p. 204).

ha in the case

of the Eisenberger et al. <1986) study, when one party does
not get what is valued (consistent support from the
organization) and there is inequity, then;taking a paid day

off is probably worth more, to some enip^<^y@@s in some
situations, than contributing at the workplace.
Reducing inequity.

Absenteeism> along with

,

turnover and other ways of minimizing exposure to the
inequity-producing context, is assumed to be relatively

extreme and to occur only when the magnitude of inequity is
sizable, or when the individual cannot deal with the

inequity easily and flexibly (Adams, 1963).

This

assumption is supported by results from a study of
organizational fairness by Dittrich and Carrell (1976) who

11

found that, among 158 clerical employees, the most
widespread procedure for reducing underreward inequity
feelings was to reduce work effort through absenteeism.

Chadwick-Jones, Nichoisbn, and Brown <1982) conclude
that the literature points to absenteeism as a

working-class behavior (more fully explainable through

deemphasization of the individual), as it is a question of
control over time.

Hourly paid employees have little

control over work time, but avail themselves of what they
can by taking time off to the point where there is a more

equitable balance in their "trade-off" or exchange with the
'organization."
Exchange ideology.

The present Research follows

that of Eisenberger et al. (1986) with regard to the

meaning of Exchange Ideology.

Generally speaking. Exchange

Ideology refers to how much an employee bases her work

effort on the treatment she receives from her employer.
Those employees with a low exchange level are those who,

all other factors being equal, put forth a consistent
amount of work effort on the gob ^regardless of the

treatment they receive from their employer.

Those with a

high exchange level are those who, all other factors being
equal, adjust their work effort to match, in their

estimation, the treatment they receive from their employer.

12

Elsenberger et al;i (1986 do not indicate whether those

found to be low-exchange were expected to put forth simply

a consistent, meaning of any magnitude, amount of work
effort, or an amount of consistent work effort of some

specific magnitudeii

An objective definition of "low

exchange" would eppeel to the former descrl^

However,

by their results the researchers seem to have defiried low

exchange in another way by attributing to it a value that
it does not inherently possess; they have determined

low-exchange individuals to be those whose level of wprk
effort remains relatively high even in the face of
nonsupport from the organization.

The present research will adhere to this definition,
since the Eisenberger et al. <1986) study has produced

results that appear to support this predetermination.
Moreover, the definition of low exchange as the show of

high work effort regardless of outside support levels

points to the notion of a strong work ethic that operates
independently of situational constraints,

There is

considerable theoretical Support for the direct negative
effect of personal vork ethic on absenteeism (Ilgen &

Hollenback, 1977; Kanungo, 1982; Rabihowitz & Hall, 1977).

It can be said that Eisenberger et al. (1986) have
measured work ethic usihg their Exchange Idedlogy
Questionnaire: vThose showing high exchange cari be thought
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of as demonstrating instrumental motivation, while those
showing low exchange can be thought of as demonstrating

commitment. Furthermore, as explained by Steers <1977),
when an individual expresses or feels that the exchange is
appropriate, then commitment grows over time.

Absence as retaliation.

Social exchange-equity

theorists have tended to discuss reciprocity in the
workplace in terms of the distribution of rewards or the

exchange of benefit for benefit (Adams, 1963; GoUld, 1979).
In an essay on reciprocity, Gouldner (1960) included the

negative norms of reciprocity, that is, sentiments of

retaliation where the emphasis is placed not on the return

of benefits, but on the return of injuries.

There is a

municipal government employee known to this researcher who,
as retribution for some unkindness shown by his supervisor

or the organization as a whole, would occasionally
"pronounce sentence on the City" by calling in sick.

The

duration of his "illness" depended upon the perceived
gravity of the City's injury to him.
An early study by Patchen (1960) demonstrated that

employees' attitudes concerning how fairly they perceived
management was treating them (in terms of pay and

promotion) were markedly related to employee absence.

It

was concluded that when an employee feels that management

has violated norms of fair treatment and has not lived up
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to its pbligatloris to him, he may decide to retaliate by no
longer living up to his obligations to management, and

choose to be absent.

Furthermore, management's failure to

look out for the employee's interests, or show

dependability, fosters resentment over time and could be

the employee's justification for calling in sick on a day
when he's uncertain about whether or not to con*® to work.
Support for this comes from Smith <1977>, who found the

inverse relationship between job satisfaction and
single-day absence significant only when attendance on that

day involved considerable effort (i.e., traveling to work
in the midst of a severe snowstorm).

Absenteeism, as seen by the employee, is a more
passive or mild form of reciprocal injury that will not
lead him or her into trouble unless it is done too often,

that is, if anyone really notices, cares, or takes the time

to take disciplinary action against the employee.

Blau and

Boal <1987) concur with this notion by predicting that an
employee experiencing low job involvement and
organizational commitment would take full advantage of
absence leave as long as the sanctions imposed were not too
severe (termination).

More aggressive formS bf injury such as "sloughing
off" on the job or expressing verbal disrespect toward the
supervisor cost too much and are too risky for the

15

employee.

"Playing hooky" by calling in sick is a form of

paid leave that can act as an antiseptic for the injured
employee, while at the same time making the
supervisor/organization pay for the hurt caused him.
Similar to retaliation, absences can be seen as

negative exchange in that an employee who feels slighted on
the job may choose to react by taking away or withholding
effort (i.e., not appearing for work), thus denying the

organization her contributions.

Hence, absence is

understood in relation to the constraints of the work

situation (Ghadwick-Jones et al., 1982).

With regard to retaliation and negative exchange, the
present research considers the possiblity that employees
exchange supervisorial and/or organizational show of

^

nonsupport with their own failure to appear for work.
Eisenberger et al. (1986) found support for this exchange
and thus call for the integration and extension of previous

theories of organizational commitment into a social
exchange approach.

Measuring Organizational Commitment

Eisenberger, et al. (1986) investigated employees'
inferences concerning the organization's commitment to
them, and the contribution of such perceived commitment (or

support) to employees' commitment to the organization.
Organizational commitment was measured in terms of
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employees' perceptions of the extent to which the

organization demonstrated that it valued their
contributions and cared about their well-being.

Employee

commitment was represented by the behavioral outcome of
absenteeism as moderated by exchange ideology favoring the

trade of work effort for organizational support of the
employee.

Instruments exist, most notably the widely-used

Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (Mowday, Steers, &
Porter, 1979), to measure ah employee's commitment or
affective attachment to the organization.

Others exist to

measure a very wide range of leader behaviors, such as the
Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (Cook, Hepworth,
Wall, 6e Warr, 1981), and to measure whether supervisorial

rewards and punishments affect employee commitment through
the use of the Leader Reward Behavior instrument (Sims &

Szilagyi, 1975).

But none was available fbr the concise

measurement of an organization's commitment to the employee

that is not entirely contingent upon the employee's
performance.

The Survey of Perceived Organizational Support (SPOS),
created by Eisenberger et al. (1986) for their study,
measures employees' beliefs concerning the organization's
commitment to them.

It asks the employee to

indicate/predict how the organization acts/would react in
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various altuations brought forth by the employee. The

responses indicate how much support the eraplpyee feels
is/would be fbrthcdming from the organization.

An employee'^

of commitment to her employer has

been the ^ocus bf a myriad o=^ ®eptrical studies (Buchanan,
1974; (3obk & Wai1, 1980; DeCotiis & Summers, 1987'; Farre11

& Petersbn, 19^4; Kidron, 1978; Luthans, Baack, & jayIbr,
1987; Mbrris & Sherman, 1981; O'Reilly & Chatman* 1986;
Steers, 17 1977) and essays (Blau & Boal, 1987; Buchanan,
1975; Kiechel, 1985; Mowday> Porter, & Steers, 1982;

Randall, 1987; Reichers, 1985; Steveris^ Byer, & Trice,
1978; Wiener, 1982), sometimes with the goal in mind t^

discovejc ways tb raise that commitment level (Buchanan,
1974; Denton, 1987).

But it is reasonable to say that the

commitmeht most readily under the control Of managemeht to

change is the converse--that commitment which is shown by
■•the organization Uo'";its. empldyees'v, :^,\;;;/ ■ ■

The SPPS yields results tl^at give management a much
more clearly presented picture of those supporting

behavtors which are lacking on its part.

Survey results

can thus be used as a tool for the immediate adjustment of
leadership behaviors.
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ModlfIcat-lon of' the Survey of Perceived Organizational
Support.

The SPOS constructed by Eisenbergeret al. <l986>
consists of statements written to measure support as it is

perceived coming from the organization as a whole and not
from any of its individuals, such as Supervisors.

Support

for this emphasis on the organization, to the exclusion of
its individual agents, was found by Eisenbsrs®^ ®'t-

•

<1986) to come from Levinson (1965) who stated that "the

actions of individual people in organizatioris are viewed by
them, by the objects of the action, and by observers, as

actions of the organization itself" <p. 378>.

However, in

the same essay, Levinson makes clear, through the use of
several examples, that those who are viewing these actions

thusly are not fellow employees, but those outside the
organization such as customers, the "neighborhood," "social
groups" and""the public" <p. 385>.

the present study hypothesizes that were perdeived

support measured in such a

to distinguish between

that which ®os®s from the oprganization as a whole and that

which is Seen doming from edpioyees' aupaividprs, results

would indicate that empioyees do make a distinction between
the two sources of support;

Furthermore, this distinction

made on their part dduld reasonably lead them to react
differently to,each
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Support for this predictldn wss found by Awal and
Stumpf <1981) who found a distinction between employees'

perceptions of Organization Ciimate and their perceptions
of Work Group (those reporting to the

supervisor) Climate. Organizatidn Climate and Work Group
Climate were seen as unlikely to be redundant given that

many organizational attributes are not directly transmitted
to individuals through the work group.

To address the

issue of whether the two are in fact separate constructs,

the researchers used identical questions to measure both;

the instructions differed with respect to the element being
considered.

Results indicated that 15% of the respondents

perceived a small difference (.5 to 1 scalepoint difference

on a 7-point scale) between the constructs, 25% perceived a
moderate difference (between a 1 and 2 scalepoint
difference), and 10% perceived a substantial difference

(greater than a 2 scalepoint difference).
Furthermore, in a study relating Hanagement

Communication Style (MCS) to employee satisfaction,
Richmond, HcCrpskey & Davis (1982) found employees'

perceptions of a superior's MCS and the MCS of upper
management to be independent predictors of employee
satisfaction.

Finally, in an essay calling for the
reconceptualizatipn of organizational commitment, Reichers

'

■■

.

. ■ ■20 ■ ■

<1985> explains the;earlier research with the supposition

that the general concept of brganizational commitment may
be too broacj to measure accurately, as "the organizatiph"

is for many employees an abstraction, which is represented

in reality by co-workers, superiors, aubprdinates and
others who collectively comprise the organization.

He

stiggests that the concept be divided to reflect the

particular commitments employees haye to multiple
components within the brganizetion.

Likewise, Randall

(1987) urges researchers to consider the effects o^vs^y^"9
levels of commitment to different groups within the

The present research uses these results and
conclusions as evidence in favor of regarding perceived

organizational support as honinclusive of perceived

superyiaoriai:'support^.;

;

Modifieation of the Exehange Ideology Questionnaire

Attitude theorists have been dealing with the problem

of trying to discover a relationship between an attitude
and a behavior,

Uhfortunately, relationships of this sort

are often weeR,

To strengtheh this relationship. Fisher

<1980>, in her essays o^^ tte measurement of the correlation
between job satisifaction and performahce, atresses that
researchers should use mnct more specific measures of

attitude to predict a singleract behavioral,criterion 1ike

job performance> or in the present research, work

effort/absenteeism.

For exampXe, Jaccafd, King and Pomazal

C1977> report studies using several ieyels of attitude

specificity to predict the behavioral criterion.

The more

specific attitudes (e.g., toward using birth control

pills) were found to be much better predictors of behavior
than were the less specific attitudes (e.g., toward birth
control pills, toward birth control in general).
Furthermore, Morris and Sherman (1981) have observed

,

that there is a lack of empiricai evidence that

exchanges-based measures of commitment are related to
particular ongoing behavioral outcomes within the
organization.

They state that all studies using this

approach have focused on antecedents or attitudinal
■

outcomes."'

.

,

The Exchange Ideology Questionnaire (EIQ) created by
Eisehberger et al. (1986) was designed tp produce evidence
of the relationship between commitment and behavioral

outcomes by using a specific attitude (i.e., toward

treatment by the organization rather than toward the

organization) to predict the single-act behavioral
criterion of lowering work effort (being absent from the
job).

in addition, the behaviorally-basiBd response format of
the EIQ serves to distinguish between "passive" commitment
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and "active" commitment by translating affective responses

(passive) into behavioral intentions (active), as has been
suggested by Steers (1977).

However, the EIQ stops short when it asks the employee
to express his or her feelings about how all employees

in general should respond when they are treated in a
certain way by their employer, rather than being more

specific by asking the employee how he or she alone
would personally respond when treated in a certain way

by his or her own employer.

Support for the latter perspective comes from a study
on the situational interview by Latham and Saari (1984).
Results showed that the correlation between what employees

say they would do in hypothetical situations and what
supervisors and peers observe them doing on the 30b was
significant.

The researchers stated that "a person's

actions are determined by prior intentions, but the
intentions themselves are determined, at least in part, by
the person's previous actions" (Latham & Saari, 1984, p.

570).

^

to reflect this poisitibn, the present study modified
the items in the EIQ by substituting first-person language

in an effort to produce a higher perceiveci Support-work
effort correlation.
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Finally, since it has been shown that recipients view
Some sources of feedback as more useful than others

(Greller, 1980; Greller & Herold, 1975; Hanser & Huchinsky,
1978;), the first four were reworded to specifically

address the source of suppprt (supervisor versus
organization) most valued by the employee.

They allow the

differentiation of average absences brought about by the
lack of supervisorial support and average absences that are

largely due to lack of organizational support.

The fifth

item, relating to the effect of pay on one's work effort
was reworded for simplicity.

This item may be viewed as

being related more to organizational support than
supervisory support.

Absenteeism ■

Part of the problem in studies of absenteeism is
nonconsensus among researchers as to the meaning of the

term "absenteeism."

Chadwick-Jones, Brown, Nicholson, and

Sheppard (1971) listed seven ways absenteeism has been

operationalized in various studies.

A more recent

discussion (Goodman & Atkin, 1984) also reports ambiguous
measurement of the concept•

According to Hammer & Landau (1981)* absence can be
seen as "voluntary" when an employee uses sick leave to

stay away from work when she is not ill.

Voluntary absence

can be reflected by no excuse or "personal reasons"

■

■
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.

indicated on the absence reporting fOrm.

However, Frayne and Latham <1987) have noted that

studies do not specify between^ for example; holiday leave,
sick leave* vacation leave, jury leave and bereavement
leave,

^

There is lacking a common operationaT definition.
Therefore, each researcher fashions her own definition

suited to the purpose of her study:

For ekample,

"absenteeism occurs when an employee does not report for
work* when he or she was scheduled or expected to be
present" <Brooke, 1986, p. 349).
Secdndly, there is variety in the measurement of
absence as some concentrate on the duration of an absence;

while others take note of frequ

which is the count of

instances of absence ifrespective of dutstlon.

such as ^

Researchers

Boal <19iS7> have distinguished between

these two types of absences by Sugge&ting that it is more
likely that a small number of absences of long duration
actually are due to medical reasons* and frequent al^'Sences

of short duration may reflect attitudinal problems (thus

termed "attitudinal absende").
Thirdly,^^

often ambiguoU

method experimenters use is

described or simply not listed at all in

published research studiesi

replicate method.

This makes it difficult to

For example, Eisenberger and his
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colleagues <1986) stated simply that the number of days
absent "were obtained for each teacher" <p. 503).

It is

unclear whether this means absenteeism was measured via

personnel files, self-report, or other means, which may
affect recording accuracy.

Finally, little has been done in terms of absenteeism

theory building.

The Steers and Rhodes (1978) model, based

a review of 104 empirical absenteeism studies, emphasizes

the psychological processes underlying attendance behavior
by viewing as fundamental the premise that an employee's
motivation to come to work represents the primary influence
on actual attendance, assuming one has the ability to
attend.

This "attendance motivation" is largely influenced by

<a) satisfaction with the job situation and <b) various

internal and external pressures to attend (i.e., economic
conditions, incentive/reward systems, work group norms,

personal work ethic, and commitment).
The model has been considered "an important

contribution to absenteeism research" and "a solid

foundation for model development" (Brooke, 1986, p. 345).

But, at the same time, aspects of it (e.g., ambiguous

interpretation of variables, definition of the dependent
variable, etc.) are criticized by Brooke (1986) as sources

of difficulty in its operationalization.
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In short, despite

years of reaearch using abaenteeism as a variable, attempts
. to■'accurately , define^itJare^"'oftenVunbuccessfur. . ■

Addressing the relatidnship betwe^^^^^
cbmmitmertt and absenteeism,^^^

see fton the literature that

researGhers such as Hammer, Landau, & Stern <1981) have

found a significaht negative reietibnship between the two
yariables, while others such as Angle and Perry <1981) have
nbt. Conceptualization and measurement issues relating to

bbth the independent and dependent variables have been aeert
as possibly accounting for these inconsistencies XBlau &
■Bbal, .1987

In addition to conceptualization and measurement

problems, Gbbdman and Atkin <1984) and Nichoisbn and Jbhns
<1985) have jUdged researchers remiss in describing the

literal cbntract provisibns, pay arrangements, and control
systems that pertain to absence at their research sites•
These factors may additionally influence absenteeism.

The present research has taken the suggestf^
and Boal <1987) that frequent absences of shbrt duration

may feflectattitudinal problems by reviewing subjects'
personnel files to bbtain the annual tbtal number of

single-shift absences.

In addition, the nunber bf annual

peribds (blocks of pne or mbre cbhsecUtive days/shifts)
absent was addressed/ as in Eisenberger et al. (1986>.

Both thfese totals reflect absences recorded as "sick leave"
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and marked "aelf" (as opposed to family attendance).

Effort Expenditure on the Job

Throughout the literature on the workplace, "effort"
has been defined in many ways.

For example. Hall and

Foster (1977) assessed effort with

a three-item scale that

described the time and energy students spent on a course,
while Ivancevich and McHahon

<1977) measured effort by

asking supervisors to provide subjective ratings of
employees' strivings toward quantity and quality of
performance.
At the same time. Smith (1977) looked at work effort

in terms of the considerable effort put forth by managers
to arrive at work on a specific day despite the unexpected
and severe snowstorm that greatly hampered the city's
transportation system.

Finally, Hall, Goodale, Rabinowitz,

and Morgan (1978) measured perceived effort by assessing
specific behaviors the authors deemed directly related to
work effort such as the number of days per month worked
late without pay, hours per week spent on work at home,
amount of time wasted at work, losing track of time on a
job, etc.

Eisenberger et al. (1986) selected average annual
periods absent from the job as their measure of work
effort.

It is important to note that the present research

recognizes that the individual who indicates she will lower
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her work effort if treated badly by her supervisor or the

organization could demonstrate this loweired effort in
several ways, just one of which may be increased
absenteeism.

However, it is presumed that one who is

disposed to lower work effort in such a situation by, for

example, considerably slowing her work pace, may be eqvially
disposed to lower work effort by increasing use of sick
leave.

Hvpotheses of the Present Studv

The present research is an extension of the

Eisenberger et al. <19S6> study whose findings "Support the
social exchange view that employees' commitment to the

organization is strongly influenced by their perception of
the organization's commitment to them" <p. 500).

The

ability of this perception to influence an employee's
"commitment" or work effort depends on the strength of the

employee's exchange ideology.

In turn, this personal

ideology, or work ethic, acts to temper or exacerbate

problems associated with low levels of commitment shown by
an organization toward its employees.

In other words, how

an employee chooses to react to a common perception he

shares with cpworkers depends on his own personal

internalized moral standards, which may be very different
from those of his coworkers.
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Kidron C1978) suggested, in his study on work values

dnd organizational commitment, that future research seek to
combine the Protestant Work Ethic with measures of the

ehyirdnntent of the organization to predict moral
(commitment) and calculative commitment (instrumental
motivation).

Furthermore, Wiener (1982) noted that most

explanations of work behavior have focused on
behavior-outcome contingencies models, such as expectancy
and reinforcement theories, while disregarding a

consideratibri of internalized normative pressures, such as

personal moral standards.

These standards may have

long-term effects on behavior, independent of rewards or

punishments.

However, it is suggested that, usually,

instrumental processes make the stronger contributions to
behavior,"paK''ticularly in the framework of the current

cultural climate that places such a high vaiue on
individual need gratification" (Wiener, 1982, p. 426).

Therefore, as in the study by Eisenberger et al.
(1986), the measure of organizational environment is, in

the present research, surveys of perceived support.

two separate surveys measure two perceptions:
Organizational Support (POS), and

These

1) Percsived

2) Perceived

Supervisorial Support (PSS). The measure of exchange

ideology can be viewed as complementary to Protestant Work
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Ethic scales, since it directly measures instrumental

motivation, while the latter measure commitment.
Hypotheses are as follows!

1.

The strength of the relation between both types of

support and absenteeism is greater for employees tending
toward a strong <low to medium score) exchange ideology
<i.e., those whose work is primarily instrumentally

motivated) than for those tending toward a weak (high
score) exchshge ideology (i.e., those whose work behavior
is primarily directed by a strong work ethic).
Ilgen and Hollenback (1977) designed a variable they
called "value system pressure" to measure work ethic as it

pertains to the extent to which an individual believed

absence was wz'ong.

Results showed a direct relationship

between a strong work ethic and the propensity to come to
■■work.

In an essay discussing the conseguences of varying
levels of organizational commitment, Rahdali (1987)
concluded that individuals pbasessina a moderate level

of commitment are able to adjust to a behavioral setting by
varying their degrees of commitment according to the

perceived attractiveness and requirements of the setting.

2.

The strength of tha relation between PSS and

absenteeism is greater than the strength of the relation
between POS and absenteeiam for employees having medium and
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high exchange Ideologies.

This is derived from the next

two hypotheses:;that.i
3A.

Employees are likely to perceive supervisory

support as different from organizational support.
3B.

Employees are 1ikely to value supervisorial

support more than organizational support.

In other words,

they are more affected by poor treatment from their
supervisor than from the orgahization.
Past research has shown employees to value most those
feedback sources closer to them (Greller, 1960; Greller &

Herold, 1975; Manser & Muchinsky, 1976).
Greller and Herold

Specifically,

<1975) found that employees relied on

feedback sources in the following order (from most to

least): the self, the task, supervisor, co-workers, the
organization..z ■
4.

Those who score low on exchange ideology tend to

be older in age than those who scpre high.

Although correlation coefficients tend to be low,
commitment (variously defined) has been Shown to be
positively related to age (Angle & Perry, 1981; Hrebiniak,

1974; Hrebiniak & Alutto, 1972; Lee, 1971; Morris &

Sherman, 1961; Sheldon, 1971; Steers, 1977).
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METHOD

Sejbtjjaa ■
This research was conducted in a municipal government

setting within a city of approximately 27,000 population,
located in a heavily populated area in the Southwestern
United States.

The chief administrative officer is the

City Manager who operates in conjunction with the Mayor and

the City Council to direct the activities of eight
divisions that represent approximately 300 employees.

The

City is presently experiencing phenomenal growth and plans

to secure the support of its new residents by making a
priority the satisfaction of citizens and other customers.

The present study was carried out in con3unction with
the current "Customer Service Project" led by the City

Manager, Human Resource Managesr and the author, under the
auspices of a Customer Service Task Force comprised of line

employees.

This project has, as its goal, the creation and

perpetuation of superior customer service that is built oh
a relationship of mutual trust and openness between
management and employees.
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Subjects.'': .

The sultjjecta qf interest were 92 full-time, non-exempt

Gity employees who wex'e hired prior to January 1, 1987 and
served under the same supervisor fpr at least the entire
year from January 1, 1987 to December 31, 1987.

Subjects

were between 24 and 64 years of age <Mn = 37.75), have

served the City from 1.2 to 37.3 years <Mn= 8.6), and

represent all City divisions (e.g.* Administrative

Services, Public Works, Police, Fire, Electric, etc:»)«
<The majority work the dayshift, with nearly half working
round-the-clock [Safety personnel] and swing [Custodians].)

Design

This study incorporated a 2X3X3 within-subjects

design/ The independent variables were 1) source of
perceived support <organizational/siipervisory), 2) level of

perceived support <Low/Medium/high), and 3) level of
exchange ideology CLdw/Medium/High).

The dependent

variable was absenteeism as measured by frequency of
single-shift absences.

Measures

Measures used for the Customer Service Project, of

which this study is a part, consisted pf the "
Service Survey." There are two parts to this survey: 1) the
"Obstacles to Good Customer Service" <specially designed
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for the Customer Service Projec^^

but not covered in this

study--see Appendix A), and 2) the measures described

.hereafter", in ■ ■■the present ■ .'study ■■. ■ : , ■ '
Instruments used to measure perceived support

consisted of a mpdification of the 16-item short version o^
the Survey of Perceived Organizational Support (SPOS)

designed by Eisenberger et al« <1986>^ along with the same
instrument, slightly reworded to measure "Perceived

Supervisorial Support" <SPSS) (see Appendix B>.
To test the prediction that the effects of perceived

support on absenteeism depend on the strength of an
employee's exchange ideology, the Eisenberger et al. <1986)
Exchange Ideology Questionnaire (EIQ), with previously

discussed changes and additions made by the present
researcher, was used (see Appendix C).

For all measures, employees used a 7-point Likert

scale <1 = stronaiv agree. 7 = stronglv disaqree)
to indicate the extent oC their agreement with each item.

Annual total attitudlnal absences, or the annual total
number of single-shift absences--excluding those periods
lasting more or less than one entire shifts-was Obtained

through review of each subject's 1987 Request For Leave
forms (see Appendix C) contained within individual

personnel files.

Only thOse hours shown within the "Sick

or Bereavement Leave" sectioh of the form and marked "Self"
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were counted.

As in the Eisenberger et al. <1986) study,

average annual periods (blocks of one or more consecutive

days--"shifts" in the present research) were also obtained,
in the interests of comparison.

The City's policy on sick leave as it pertains to the
subjects is of interest as it could influence an
individual's absence behavior (see Appendix E).

Procedure

All surveys comprised the second half of the Customer
Service Survey, which was administered by the researcher to

all interested City employees, at their work places during
working hours between normal 30b assignments, within a
period of one month.
Immediately preceding the survey administration, the

survey questionnaires were coded with a number representing

birthdate and appropriate absence data for each subject.
Affixed to the survey was a label bearing only the
employee's full name.

The label was constructed in such a

fashion that the subject, once having completed the survey,

could easily remove the label.

Then, having removed the

label, the employee handed the completed survey to the

administrator who alone held all questionnaires secure.
To prevent order effects that could have arisen from

the shifting of one's perspective from the determination of
organizational support to the determination of
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supervisorial support, and vice versa, the order oi the
Perceived Organizational Support and Perceived
Supervisorial Support instrumenta was counterbalanced.

Subjects were told to follow the written general
instructions (see Appendix F> as well as those given with

each instrument.

In addition, they were verbally

instructed to keep in mind, while answering the guestions^

that the support they perceive is that which is necessary
to perform their entire work, not just that part 6f

their jobs' that requires them to interact directly with
oustomers'.;';:;

All participants completed bbth instruments,in one

sitting.

In a study by Awal and Stumpf <1981),

Organization Climate ahdWor

G^oup Climate were measured

through use of identical questions (instructions differed

with respect to the element being considered), 35 of 112
subjeicts fqllowed the above method jWhil

the instruments one week apart.

the rest completed

There w^

ho significant

differences in the results of analyses conducted separately
for these two groups.
Pilot group^

Fourteen emolovees from the Pubiic

Works department served as a pilot group to whom the

instruments were administered ahead of all the other
subjects.

to test,

The purpose of this separate administration was

blue collar, Hispanic workers, the
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vocabulary and English usage contained in the surveys,

since misunderstddd communication could greatly influehce
results/'
Pilot group survev administration.

Many

questionnaires, in an effort to control for agreement

response bias, have half the items negatively-worded while
the other half are positively-worded.

The SPOS is also

arranged in such a way, as was the modified SPOS used for
the pilot group in the present research.
Problems with this arrangement arose while

administering the survey to the pilot group; the author was
informed by an employee from the group that there would be

quite a few Public;^erks employees who would be very
confused by the wording of the survey items.
Survey

modifications.

An examination of the 14

completed surveys revealed patterns of inconsistent item

responses, apparent when comparing responses to the
negatively-worded items to responses to their

positively-worded counterparts.

This inconsistency seemed

most obvious among the response sets of employees who were

least educsted and who had difficulty expressing themselves
in the Ehglish language, as shown by their handwritten
comments in other parts of the survey and their verbal

exchange with the author at the tiae of the survey
'administration.
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Consequently, all itemav

w^i^

were modified to be positiyely-wbrded so that all emjployeea
would find the survey much more atraightfOirward and easier

to complete.

The aame waS done for the modified EIQ,Ohich

reaulted in removal of redundant itema and S much clearer

diatinctibn between the effecta of Supetvisor/City aupport
bn work effort.

In addition, all Likert soalea were

rewritten into aimpler language <aee Appendix G for
■original;;.8calea')
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RESULTS .

Sample Used for Analvaia of Variance Measures

A total of 216 employees responded to a translation of
the Eisenberger et al. <1986> Survey of Perceived

Organizational Support <SPOS),shbrt version <16 items),

and the same survey modified to measure Perceived
Supervisory Support <SPSS).

A third instrument, the

Exchange Ideology Questionnaire (EIQ), conceived as well by
Eisenberger etal. <1986), was also modified and

"administered. . .'.

-f.

Return rates varied from a low of 61% for the field

crews to a high of 97% for the administrative service

workers, with an average of 82% across all emplpyees.

All

subjects were full-time employees and included those from

both the management and executive levels, as well as
non-management front line employees.

The responses of

non-management employees were analyzed by departmental

groupings, while those of management and executive level
employees were aggregated across departments.

Arialvsis of Scales

Analysis of SPOS.

Responses to the survey by the

combined sample of employees were analyzed using a
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principal component.s factor analysia to determine the
number and 40 strength of factors present, since the SPOS

was only Recently developed.

(On occasion throughout this

analysis, the number of cases dropped from 216 to 206,
since not all subjects responded to every survey item.) The

analysis indicated that the first factor (Perceived
Organizational Support) accounted for 63.

of the total

variance, without indication of a possible second factor,

which is consistent with the findings of Eisenberger et al.
<1966).

The factor analysis revealed factor loadings,

presented in Table 1, which show that the Perceived
Organizational Support statements had very high loadings,

indicating that the SPOS is a unitary measurement.

Lower

loading values for items #2 and #12 may reflect the fact

these two items were negatively-^worded and, therefore, less
understood and less consistently rated than the other
items.

Analysis of SPSS.

The same analysis used for

responses to the SPSS revealed the first factor (Perceived
Supervisory Support) accounted for 74.1% of the total

variance, again without indication of a possible second

factor.

Factor loadings for this scale, presented also in

Table 1, show that the Perceived Supervisory Support

statements had extremely high loadings, indicating that the
SPSS is a unitary measurement as well.
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Though still quite

TABLE 1

Item Analysis Statistics for Perceived Support Surveys

1.

The CITY values my contributions to its
well-being-..
■

2.

If the CITY could hire someone to repiac

3.

at a lower salary it would do so. CR)
The CITY appreciates extra effort frOm me.

Factor

Inter-item

Loading

Correlation

.85

4. The CITY strongly cbhsiders my goals and ydlues.
5. TheClTY wants to know if I have any complaints.
6.

The CITY takes iny best interests into acGOunt

7.

Help is available from the CITY when I have a

B.

The CITY really careS about my well-being.

9.

If I did the best 30b possible, the CITY wOuld

when it makes decisions that affect me;.
■ ■ problem;.

; ■ - ■ ■V,- . ■ ■- be-Sure.; to-;;hdtlce..v?'-.

10.

The CITY IS willing to belp me when I need a

11.

The CITY Cares abbut my general satisfaction

12.

If given the opportunity, the CITY would take
' ' advantage'"bf .'-me.'.. .(R}.. '

13.
14.
15. ■

The CITY shows a lot of concern fbr me.
The CITY careS about my Opinions.
v
The CITY takes pride in my accomplishments

: . ':special .favbr.';'.; ' . ■;■
; ■at\work.,.. ■

16.

at

'■ ; .' ."work...- , '

The CITY tries to mSke my jbb as interesting as
.■ ■■■poSsible.;. '-: '' 'v\;:-;.\";;;::'-.3 '.\^' // ;;';■ ■ ■/

17.

My SUPERVISOR values my Cohtributibns to the

well-being of bur department.
18. If my SUPERVISOR cbuld hire somebnetb replace
me at a lower salary he/she would do so. (R>

19.

My SUPERVISOR appreciates extra effort from rae,

20.

My SUPERVISOR strongly cbhsiders my goals and

21.

My SUPERVISOR wants to know when I have any
'complaints'..
My SUPERVISOR takes my best interests into

22.

account when he/she makes decisions that
affect'"me.

23.

Help is available from my SUPERVISOR when I

24.
25.

:.have. a" problem^.";.. '
My SUPERVISOR really cares about my well-being.
If I did the best job possible, my SUPERVISOR

26-

My SUPERVISOR is willihg to help me when I need

would be Sure to notice.

. / a'.Special.'fa'vo.r;i '; :.

27.

My SUPERVISOR Cares about my general

28.

If giveh the ojppbrtunity, my

SUPERVISOR would

29.
30.

My SUPERVISOR shbwa a lot bf

concern fbr

satisfaction-vat work..'

31.

32.

Mote.

take advantage of mei (R)

me.

My SUPERVISOR cares about my opinions.
My SUPERVISOR takes pride in my accomplishments

My SUPERVISOR tries to make my 30b as
interesting as possible.
(R) indicates the.item is reverse scored.
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.84

me

.53
.84
.87
"■'.'74.

.48
.86
.71

.82

.79.

.81

.74

^70

.86

.83

.84

.81

■'•^76.^'.

.75

,.87l

.84

:.54''.
.88
.84

.51
.88
.82

.84

•80

.79

.77

.86

.84

.62

.58

• 8i

'^;.92.''

.91

.86

•83

.:..87''

'^.85

.84

.90

.81
• 89

.90

.89

.82

.80

.92

.90

.71
.93
.90

.92
.88

.89

.87

.86

.84

.68

high, lower loadings are reflected here too for the

hegetiyely~worded, less consistently rated items <#18 and
#2S>.

Analysis of EIQ,.

Another principal cprmponents

factor ahalysis was performed bh the

and showed th^

one factor accounted for 67.2% of the total yariahce.

Factor loadings, presented in Tahle 2, were extremely high
in value, with the exceptiph of item #5, Which nPt only )

deviated in c

from the other four as it directly

addressed the effect of one's pay, rather than treatment by
the employer, on one's work effbrt, but was also
negatively-worded and pbsaibly less understood. This is

■ ;

expectedly differeht from the Eisenberger et al. <1986)
findings. Since items used in the present study were

^

rewritten to conform to a personalized, behavioralty

anchored format, designed to reveal one's exchange ideology
as it might fluctuate in its relation to supervisor and

Reliabiiitv Measures for All Scales

Finally, reliability and item analyses were performed
on ali surveys.

The ahaly®®®^ y^®J^ded a reliability

cbeffiGieht XCronbach's alpha) of .96 for the SPOS, and .98

for the SPSSf the former almost an exact duplication of
that found by Eisenberger et al. <1986).

Item-total

correlations were cbhSiderably hish in value for both the

TABLE 2

Item Analysis Statistics for Exchange Ideology Questionnaire

1.

How hard I work depends on how well my

2.

If I am treated badly by my SUPERVISOR, then
I lower my work effort.
How hard I work depends partly on how well the

Factor

Inter-item

Loading

Correlation

SUPERVISOR treats me.

3.

CITY treats me,

4.
5.

If I am treated badly by the CITY, then I lower
my work effort.
Even if my pay seems unfair, I still work just
as hard. (R)

Note.

(R) indicates the item is reverse scored.
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.82

.68

.92

.83

.93

.85

.91

.83

.34

.24

SPOS and SPSS (see Table 1>, indicating very cohesive
items, which ranged from .48 to .88 for the SPOS and .58 to

.92 for the SPSS, again nearly replicating that found for

the SPOS by Eisenberger et al. (1986).
For the EIQ, the reliability coefficient alpha was

.86, with item-total correlations ranging from .24 to .85
(see Table 2).

Consistent with the factor loadings

previously mentioned for the EIQ, a low correlation is
shown for item #5, while the rest are high.

Removing item

#5 from this scale would boost the instrument's reliability

coefficient alpha cbnsiderably to .92.

Sample for the Test of Hypotheses

A total of 92 preselected employees (70 males, 22
females) taken from the original 216, returned usable

responses to the three instruments.

These responses, along

with additional personal information, were analyzed.

All

preselected subjects were non-management employees who met
the criterion of having served under the Same supervisor

for the year of January 1987 through December 1987.
Personal information obtained consisted of date of birth

and number of absences counted for that year.

Table 3

presents this information by departmental grouping.
Return rates for this sample varied from a low of 53ss

for the field crews to a high of 100?s fop the
administrative service workers, with an average of 71%

TABLE 3

Personal and Absence Data bv Departmental Grouping

Sample
Employees

Size

Mean

Age

Mean
Attitudinal
Absences
(# of shifts)

Mean
Annual
Periods
Absent*

Administrative services

17

40.92

2.82

4.11

Field crews

24

40.42

2.62

4.08

Fire

28

32.97

1.14

1.21

Police

23

36.72

2.82

3.86

•Blocks of one or more consecutive shifts.

4&

acroas ail preselected employees.

Test o£ Hypotheses
SuPbOrt e££ecta.

POS and PSS means and standard

deviatlohs were Computed £or the entire sample and for each

employee group and are presehted in Table 4,

The

difference between means for total POS and total PSS was

significant CF £1,^11 - 41.97> p<.001>> providing support
for Hypothesis 3Ay that employees are liKely to perceive
supervisory support as different from organizational
support.

Average SPOS and SPSS scores varied considerably

from one department to another, and inspection of the means

in Table 4 indicates that for safety and administrative
services personnelj, the differences in POS and PSS were
quite lairge.

However, these differences did not achieve

traditional significance leyels CF £3,88T=
El main effects.

p<.06).

Since the EIQ was modified in

the present study to measure one'a exchange ideology as it
fluctuates in its relation to supervisor and organization,
it was necessary to analyze the EIQ by

It into

those components that measure ideology as it pertains
primarily to: <1> one's exchange with one's supervisor, and
(2> one's eKchenge with the orgahization.

As ahCwn in Table 5, the entire sample's mean EIQ was
divided into its Supervisor Citems
#3 & 4) components.

(items .

(Item #5 was. excluded from these

TABLE 4

for Perceived Supoort
SPOS

SPSS

Sample

Mean

Size

■ ■ Score ■

-l?;.

4.06

1.20

3.11

1.28

24

2.86

.84

2.54

1.04

Fire /

28

2.63

.83

1.65

.81

Police

23

3.34

.76

2.30

1.05

Employees
Administrative services
Field crews

:'■■ ■
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^;

Sd

Mean
Score

Sd

TABLE 5

Descriptive Statistics bv Departmental Grouping
for Exchange Ideology
SEI

Sample
Employees

Size

Mean
Score

Sd

Mean
Score

Sd

Administrative services

17

4.52

1.96

4.73

2.05

Field crews

24

4.77

1.89

5.25

1.78

Fire

28

3.37

1.95

3.41

2.05

Police

23

4.28

2.31

4.41

2.13
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groupings due to its very low factor loading.)

This

division yielded means that Increase In value (I.e., go
from high exchange to low exchange) from the Supervisor
component (SEX) to the City component (GEI).

SEX Is the

lower value, suggesting that perhaps, of the two,

supervisor treatment Is more Important In tha determination
of an employee's high exchange Ideology.

However, these

differences were not slghlflcant <F 11,913 =2.19, p<.14),

contralndlcatlng Hypothesis 3B, which stated that employees
are likely to value supervisorial support more than
organizational support.

Further analysis of the EXQ components was performed

to Investigate possible interdepartmental differences
between SEX and CEX.

Significance was found for CEI by

department <F [3,883 =3,86, p<.01).

Xnterdepartmental

differences were also evident for SEX, but only at

nontradltlonal significance levels <F [3,883 =2.32,
,P<.08)'.
Relationship of aae to EX. The combined values of

both EXQ components can be viewed as a total measure of
one's general level of exchange.

To test Hypothesis 4,

this measure was correlated with the age of employees (Hn =
37.75) and found to be significant (r= .28, p<.01),

supporting the assumption that those with low exchange
Ideologies tend to be elder In age than those with high
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exchange ideologies.
Relationship of support, and El to absence.

Employees were divided into thirds based on their scores on
the EIQ <i.e., by SEI and CEI components) and the POS and

PSS, which were used as independent variables in an ANOVA
using absence as the dependent variable.

There was no

support indicated for Hypothesis 1, that perceived support
reduces absenteeism for those employees tending toward a

strong exchange ideology <SEI or CEI).

'

Likewise, no concurrent support was found for
Hypothesis 2, which predicted that the strength of the
relation between PSS and absenteeism is greater than the
strength of the relation between POS and absenteeism for
those employees having medium and high exchange ideologies.

However, previous examination of the absence variable
indicated that the distributions for both types of absenc

measurements were significantly positively skewed.
(Positive skewness is routine for this type of data.)

Two

common transformations are available to correct for severe

skew: Squarerooting the values or using a logarithmic (Log
10) transformation.

Both were done to the absence variable

and were used as dependent variables.

Only the transformed hon-attitudinal absence data,
when correlated with PSS and the 4r^item EIQ, yielded a

barely significant relationship (F 14,903 =2.4S^ p<.0549).
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DISCUSSION

The present findings do not support the major premise
of the study, that the strength of the relation between
type of support and absenteeism is greater for employees
tending toward a strong exchange ideology than for those
tending toward a weak exchange ideology.

This led to no

support shown for a secondary premise, that the strength of
the relation between PSS and absenteeism is greater than

the strength of the relation between POS and absenteeism
for employees having medium and high exchange ideologies.
That there was no significant relationship of support

and exchange ideology to absence indicated by the results
of this study is not unexplainable.

Significance may not

have appeared simply because of the high number of zero
values for the absence data.

Absenteeism over any given

period is often relatively slight, leading to very
positively-skewed distributions and concomitant low
correlations between it and other variables.

In the

present study, 47% of the 92 subjects had one or less
single-shift absences for the entire year.

An additional

32% had no more than three single-shift absences. It is
difficult to produce a significant interaction in this
case, and in other situations, with so many low values in

.

,
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the absence data (Farrei & Peterson, 1984j Hammer & Landau,
1981).

Smith (1977) took this into consideration when

predicting that employees' 30b satisfaction and 30b
attendance would be positively correlated only when
attendance involved considerable effort (e.g., making one's

way to work through a ma3or snowstorm), but on any randomly
chosen day, the correlation would be low or zero.

This suggests that even if an employee is highly
dissatisfied (due to nonsupport, for example), this
attitude will not show itself by way of absenteeism, unless

great effort is required to attend work. In this case, the
employee's dissatisfaction may provide impetus for deciding

against work.

Furthermore, regardless of one's exchange

ideology, one pressure to appear for work is the belief by
individuals that work activity is an important aspect of

life, almost irrespective of the nature of the 30b itself.
This motivation may exist even if the employee does not

en3oy the tasks required by the 30b.

To the extent that

employees hold such beliefs, we would expect them to make
every effort to come to work.
Another reason for the inability of support and

exchange ideology to predict absence is the notion that
employees, such as those mentioned above, may choose from a
myriad of ways, other than absenteeism, to reciprocate the
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nonaupport shown them.

Lowering work effort can range

anywhere from taking extended coffee breaks to slowing work
pace to simply not performing.
One way, which may be pertinent to this study, is for
an employee to gauge his effort according to whether he is,
as put forth by a firefighter in this study, "at a fire" or
"just doing station work."

Interestingly, this employee

and a few other firefighters indicated on their surveys
different levels of exchange for each work situation.

This

may mean that, in the face of nonsupport, the first job
t.asks to suffer will be those less critical to the

successful performance of one's job.

According to Culbert

and McOonough (1986), when an individual perceives that an
organizational system does not recognize and reward the

contributions he seeks to make, he will emphasize only
those performance areas of his job that can be objectively

tabulated and defended.
credit for and

He will do only what he gets

will focus his values and attention on

producing it and little else.

Compared to absenteeism, one can speculate that this

is probably a much more common method of retaliation
against a nonsupportiye supervisor or employer.

This may

especially be true for the particular city employees used
in this study as they perceive themselves as overworked and
short-handed due to tremendous city growth, and for anyone

;■
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to be absent means a great hardship for other workers.
In light of this, absence may be viewed by the city

employees,themselves as simply unacceptable because of the

heavy work load.

Regardless of how one's exchange ideology

motivates an individual to behave, his actions will still

be influenced by the cultural rules--or "absence culture"

(Nicholson & Johns, 1985)--surrounding him; work group
norms may preclude absenteeism.

Such norms may have been

operating on the sample in this study.

Future research

might be directed toward using a dependent variable other
than absenteeism, such as 30b commitment, which was found

by Wiener and Vardi (1980) to be mostly associated with
work effort and performance effectiveness.

On the other

hand> absenteeism can be viewed as being associated mostly
with organizational commitment.

Finally, the City's policy on sick leave may also have
played a part in decreasing absence levels since this

policy provides grist for the emergent psychological
contract and absence culture.

Unused sick leave can

be

redeemed for cash at the time of the employee's

termination-

The high number of zero values may represent

employees' desires to take advantage of this offer.
It was expected that employees would perceive
supervisory support as something separate from
organizational support^ and this was found to be true.
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Employees perceived their supervisors as offering more

support than the City as a whole. Perhaps this came about
because employees have value orientations similar to those

of their supervisors, but not as clearly congruent with the
value systems of upper management or the City Council, for
example.

Kemelgor C19S2> found this value homogeneity

between subordinate and supervisor to produce a high degree
of satisfaction with supervision.
The sharing of values leads to the sharing of goals,
which fosters commitment between the two parties.

However,

goals are often blurred when they are communicated down

from upper management to lower level employees, leading to
value orientations on the part of employees that do not
necessarily match those of their employer.

Perhaps if

these goals were more clearly understood in everyone's
minds, perceived organizational support would be just as
high as perceived supervisory support.
Buchanan <1974, 1975) compared public and private

sector managers and found that, in terms of organizational
commitment, private sector managers ranked higher due to

clarified goals.

Working toward clear goals led to greater

feelings of Personal Importance (the belief that their work
was seen by others as important to the organization), which
out of 13 measures of job experience, had the greatest
capacity to stimulate the commitment attitude.
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In spite of employees' perceptions that their

supervisors provided greater support than the City, PSS was

not viewed as necessarily more valuable to employees than
POS.

The EIQ used in this study was designed to reveal

one's exchange ideology as it might fluctuate in its

relation to supervisor and organization.

For example, if

one were to indicate that he would surely lower his work
effort in response to poor treatment from his supervisor,
but not in response to poor treatment from the
organization, then it could be said that his work effort is

affected more by his supervisor than the City.

In terms of

support, he places more value on how his supervisor treats

him than on how the organization treats him. However, this

distinction between a supervisor-based exchange ideology
<SEI) and e City-rbased exchange ideology <CEI) was not
;^SxgHifidant-.-V ■
may mean that one's exchange ideology is not

dependent upon the person with whom one has the exchange

relationship.

This indicates that £I is most likely a

uniform outlook established without thought for whomever

might be affected by it.

It is saying that PSS is not

valued over POS, which, according to Kerr and Jermier

<1978)> might be true for employees who are at least
getting the on-the-job support they need from somebody.
not necessarily their supervisors. As long as support is
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available from someone <e.g,, c6w
managers, etc

other departmeht

then employees will be less concerned

about whether or hot it is coming from their own
supervisors,.: ', .

This may shed light on the present research finding

that perceived support did not reduce absenteeism.
Employees who perceived low superylsory support may be

obtaining needed support froe elsewhere within the
organization, thus revealing no reiatiOnship between low

supervisory support and ahsenteeism, regardless of exchange
ideology.

That SEI was found to be no different from CEI

may also be explained by the fact that some of the subjects

came from small units where upper management was physically
close.

In such a context, upper management might be

expected to have as much impact on perceived support levels
as one's immediate supervisor■

An interesting sidebar to the SEI/CEI distinction is
the finding that interdepartmehtal differences were

significant for the CEIy bvit only approached significance
for the SEI. Employees may be certain about how they will

respond to a nonsuppOrtivesuperyisor, but unsure how to
respond to a nonsupportive empioyer-

Employees differed

with respect tO CEI perhaps because exsetly who was defined
by the term "City" was much more ambiguous--despite

examples given to aid understanding--than who was defined
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by the term "supervisor."

Hmplbyees more fully understand

what is meant by poor treatment from the boss, but poor
treatment from the organization is more difficult to

pinpoint and thus more difficult to decide appropriate

sanctions against, thereby leading to the increased
variability of POS responses.

Survey results show that those employees having low
exchange ideologies were significantly older in age than
those having high exchange ideologies.

Shared concepts of

what are fair relationships between outcomes (e.g., 30b
status, pay, satisfying supervision, etc.) and various

inputs (e.g., skill, training, job effprt, age, etc.) are

learned as part of the overall socialization process.
Nonorganizational sources of socialization represent a very

important influence on the shaping of one's beliefs and
values, and, ultimately, one's demonstration of commitment
to the job and employer.

More research in this area may

reveal whether it is feasible, or even desirable, to modify
an employee's level of organizational commitment.

Wiener (1982) spoke of "commitment predisposition" or
"proneness"--that some people are more likely to develop
commitment toward a particular organization than are other
people.

Commitment may be seen ae being composed of two

distinct types of internalized normative beliefs.

First is

the belief by an individual that he has a moral obligation
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t.o engage In a mode of conduct, reflecting loyalty and duty

in all social ^situations in which he has a significant
personal involvement.

The researcher proposes that the

higher an individual's level of generalized loyalty and
duty, the more weight is given to commitment in determining

behavior.

The lower ah individual's level of loyalty and

duty, the more weight is given to instrumental motivation.
The second type of normative beliefs includes any

internalized beliefs by a person that are consistent with
organizational mission, goals, policies, and style of
operations.

One's commitment predisposition is determined

by the particular configuration of the two dimensions prior
to entry into the organization.

The present findings

surrounding age and El suggest that older employees share a
greater sense of loyalty and duty than younger employees.
What's more, these personal moral standards exert stable,

long-term influences on behavior that are independent of
situational circumstances and linkages to rewards or
punishments.

Implications for

Management

Generalized values of loyalty and duty <or one's
exchange ideology) cannot be significantly modified by

organizational interventions.

Hbwever, organizatipnal

practices can affect individual-organization value
congruenCy fWiener, 1982).
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Organizations may adopt commitment-oriented personnel
selecti.on policies that focus on the assessment of

candidates' values and beliefs, and on the degree of their
congruendy with organizationa1 values.

is typi

Such an orientat1on

normative organizations (i.e., those

organizations that tend to control individual behavior by^
taking advantage of employees' acceptance of pfgariizational

goals). Utilitarian organizations (those who tend to apply
materiai control), on the other hand, do not tehd to value^^
sucli pfactices highly.

Public sector agencies, such as the

municipal government used in the present research, are

turnihg more and more to the application of symbolic and
normative control.

r Management may^^ f

employees can be clasBified

by El or into "commitment profiles" and compared in terms
of work behavior, as suggested by Wiener and Vaidi (1980).

Once these types are determined, management should modify
supervisorial technique to suit the type of employee,

emphasizing Perticipation in decision making and autonomy
when completing a task for committed employees and
performance-reward expectancies (of, for example, external
rewards such as wages, status, praise> etc.) for those who
are instrumentally motivated.

These two groups may reflect opposite poles of the
Protestant Work Ethic.

Greenberg (1977) found that when
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subjects were told their work was poor, those with high^

scores on this scale iinproved their performance, while the
performance of those who scored low On this scale declined•
In terms of performance appz'misali. the implications of this
are obvious for supervisorsLikewise, high-exchange employees probably have more

need for praise and approval than low-exchange employees

Cwho ape intrinsically motivated).

And since the present

research revealed some correlation between e^Echange
ideology and absence, more so for SEI than CEI, this has

important implications for how supervisors reward their
subordinates.

Moreover, a supervisor's own exchange

ideology could affect her readiness to support her

subordinates:

Having a high EX, she may be internally

driven to support and show her Spproyal Cf those
subordinates who have positively reinforced her by their

good performance and to be leSs considerate of Subordinates
who negatively reinforce her by their low performance.

Future Research

Future research might consist of studies designed to
look at locus of control, support and Expectancy II (the
expectation that good performartce will lead to reward),

since internals (low-exchange individuals) tend to have
stronger Expectancy II perceptions than externals

(high-exchange individuals) (3ims, Szilagyi & McKemey,
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1976).

In addition, high support raises eKpectancy levels.

The notion of inultipie commitments to more than one
agent of the organization could also be studied,

Perhaps

absenteeism is reduced when an employee is committed to
several potential sources of support.

Absenteeism needs to be analyzed again, this time as a
behavior that is not an individual, "private", behavior

(brought about by one's private exchange ideology) that can

be analyzed without regard for its social context.

The

notion of absence culture should be taken into

consideration and studied by managers who are attempting
changes to reduce absenteeism.

Absence culture and the

psychological contract are responsible for maintaining an
organization's absence levels.

However, according to

Chadwick-Jones, Nicholsoh, and Brown <1982), the apparent

reluctance of managements to study the problem, and to do
anything about it, supports the idea of an implicit
collusion with existing rates of absenteeism.

If this is

true, say the researchers, then given rates of absence

become, in effect, part o^ existing (informal) contracts
between employers and employees; and any move to reduce the
rate would be tantamount to removing an employee benefit.
They conclude that a reduced level of absence can be

obtained only by negotiation with the employee group and
its ■representatives.-

V ■
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Summary

This.study attempted to replicate the findings of

Eisenberger et al. <1986> regarding Perceived

Organizational Support and Exchange Ideology and their
effects on absenteeism-

In addition* the 1986 study was

extended by the present research to investigate possible
differences between Perceived Organizational Support and

its counterpart. Perceived Supervisory Support.

Exchange

Ideology served again as the moderating influence on
absenteeism'.'

The present findings do not support the major premise
of the study, that the strength of th^'relation between

type of support and absenteeism is greater for employees

tending toward a strong exchange ideology than for those
tending toward a weak exchange ideology.

This led to no

support shown for a secondary premise, that the strength of
the relation between PSS and absenteeism is greater than

the strength of the relation between POS and absenteeism
for employees having medium and high exchange ideologies.
Nevertheless, support was indeed indicated for the

hypothesis that PSS is viewed by employees as something
separate from POS.

Moreover, employees perceived theit

supervisors as providing ai significantly greater amount of
support than that provided by the organization.

In spite

of this perception, however, PSS was not viewed as
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necessarily more valuable to the employee than POS, as
measured by the EIQ.

Finally, the prediction that those having low exchange
ideologies tend to be older in age than those with high
exchange ideologies was supported.
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APPENDIX A

Cust-omer Service Survey. Part 1
(This code # is necessar\'

for computer scoring.)

If you are a member of the MANAGEMENT/CONFIDENTIAL or EXECUTIVE unit, please check the
appropriate line below and DO NOT indicate your DEPARTMENT. If you are NOT a member ofthe
MANAGEMENT/CONFIDENTIAL or EXECUTIVE unit,please be sure to indicate your department
below.

MANAGEMENT/CONFIDENTIAL

DEPARTMENT

EXECUTIVE

-

FT

FT

PART 1: THE OBSTACLES TO
GOOD CUSTOMER SERVICE

The questions in this part ofthe survey are concerned with identifying specific obstacles or

problems within ourjobs which may be making it difficultfor us to do oiu:best on thejob and provide
good customer service at the same time. It will help you to answer them if you are presently at your
usual workplace. If you are not,try to mentally put yourself there right how. Within your mind,
pretend you are at your workplace and your"customers" are nearby...
1.

Whatis making it difficult for you to do your beston thejob? Check ALL THAT APPLY.
A. Layout of Personal Work Area/Environment
1)
2)
3)
4)

crowded--notenough room for my things
have to share desk with another
uncomfortable chair
building temperature too cold/hot

5)

smoky

6)
7)

lighting too bright/dim
too noisy
too busy-there's a feeling of tension in the air

8)

' ■

9)

little or no privacy to do confidential work

10)

other_
comments

B. Equipment

1)
2)

not handy for me to reach quickly
usually needs repair

3)

doesn't work fastenough or well enough for my needs(not adequate for an assigned task)

4)
5)

too difficult or inconvenient to use
supply usually runs out quickly

6)

have to share with too many people

7)
8)

does not suit my body size
uniform doesn't fit

9)

other_
comments

ss

C. Telephone Procedures

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

no unifonn answering procedures for our department
customers are kepton hold too long
the phone rings too long before anyone answers it
my departmentreceives incorreetiy transferred calls
telephone messages are innaccurate or incomplete

6)
7)

incorrect information is given out over the phone
no clear instructions exist for handling abusive calls

8)

my supervisor and/or other departments do notrespond to telephone inquiries in a timely

9)

other_
comments

D. Other Procedures and Policy

1)

notenough clearcut steps to guide me .

2)

new policies are notformally written and existing ones are not updated

3)

are notenforced by department heads

4)
5)
6)
7)

are too strictfor me to help solve customer problems
my suggestions for improvement are ignored or squelched
hours ofdepartment operation are inconvenientfor customers
work schedules,lunch and breaks are not well coordinated

8)

some seem stupid to me...Example:

9)

other_
comments

E. Me and My Job

1)
2)

3)

4)

there are questions I don't know how to answer
I'm not clear about what other departments do

I'm notclear about how myjob relates to other departments or to City government as a whole
myjob duties are unclear. I'm not exactly sure which duties are mine and which belong to my

coworkers

5)
6)

too much is expected of me
too little is expected of me

7)

little or no training is available to help me do myjob right

8) ^

other_
comments
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F. Coworkers,Supervisor,Other Departments (If you do not deal with the public,these
people are your "customers.")

1)
2)

employees dp notunderstandhow otherCity departments do theu-jobs
don't explain very well what they need

3)
4)
5)
6)

don't always tell you the truth about the situation
ask stupid questions
are angry much of the time
don't listen when something is explained to them

"

7)

demand more than we can do for them

8)

other departments don't know what my department does

9)

other departments don't do their pan so I can do mine

10)
11)

my coworkers don't do their pan so I can do mine
^ my coworkers are always wanting my help

12)

my supervisor doesn't provide enough guidance or give me the information that I need to do
myjob

■ my supervisor embarrasses me by correcting me in front of my coworkers and customers

13)
14)

other_
comments

G. Customers (If you do notdeal with the public,ignore this section.)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Sy
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)

don't explain very well what they need
•
don't always tell you the truth about the situation
- ' ask stupid questions
■ . are angry much of the time

"
,

don't listen when something is explained to them
can't understand why we do things the way we do
don't do their part(fill outforms correctly,obey filing deadlines,etc.)
don't know the functions of my department
demand more than we can do for them

other_
comments

2.

Out of all the above obstacles or problems(A through G),name the top three(with #l being the biggest
problem)that make it difficult for you to do yourjob well and deliver good customer service.

#1 '

#2
■ #3'

.

■■

■ •

■

.

'.

•' ' ' ■
- ''

' ■

\

'
.
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3.

Rate the service given to your customers by your own department most of the time.

terrible

not good

OK

good

t

4,

Whatcommnis have citizens made to you or your department about the City's service?

3.

If there's anything else you'd like to tell us. use the lines below.
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excellent

APPENDIX B

Customer Service Survey, Part, 2
PART 2: ORGANIZATIONAL/SUPERVISORY SUPPORT
FOR GOOD CUSTOMER SERVICE

This section ofthe survey is concerned with youropinions of the on-the-job support you
receive from the City as a whole and your own supervisor in trying to provide quality service.

Please record yourfeelings abouteach statement by circling the number ofthe response you
choose. Statements#IT6 apply to the CITY AS A AVIIOLE(that is, the City as an en^loyer,

upper mjmagement,City Council)and statements #17-32 apply to youriinm^iate SUPERVISOR.

NOTE: Statements #1-16 apply to your feelings regarding the CITY AS A WHOLE(that is, the
City as an employer,upper management.City Council).
1. The CITY values my contributions to its well-being.
4

Yes,I

strongly
agree

Yes,i
agree quite
a lot

Yes,I
agr^just
a little

.7

I'm not
sure

No,I
No,I
No,I
disagree just disagree quite strongly
a little
a lot
disagree

2. If the CITY could hire someone to replace me at a lower salary it would dp so.

■1 1 ■

2

■

3 ■ ■■

4

•

Yes,]I

Yes, I;

Yes,I

Tm not

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure

agree

a lot

a little

' 5 ■■
No,I

■^ ■ - ■ 6
No,I

disagree just disagree quite
a little .
a lot

No,I

strongly
disagree

3. The CITY appreciates extra effort from me.

Yes,
stror

iiy

agree

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

agree quite

agree just

sure

a lot

a little

No,I
No,I
No,I
disagree just disagree quite strongly
a little
a lot
disagree

4. The City considers my goals and values.
1

Yes,I^
strongly
agree

2

■. 3

Yes,I
agree quite
a lot

'

Yes,I
agree just
a little

I'mnot
sure

No,I
No,I
No,I ^
disagi^just disagr^ quite strongly
a little

a lot

disagree

No,I

No,I

5. The City wants to know ifIhave any complaints.

■■ I

2

\:

,

3 •

y-'A- '

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I .

strongly
agree

agree quite
a lot

agree just
a little

sure

disagree just disagree quite
a little
alot
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strongly
disagree

6. The CITY takes my best interests into account when it makes decisions that affect me.

■' ■■l-' '

1

' '.y
'
■

Yes,I

Yes,I

strongly

agree quite

Yes,I^
agree just

a lot

a little

'4/

•- 6 .

I'm not

No,I

No.I

No.T

sure

disagree just

disagree quite

aiitde

a lot

strongly
disagree

7. Help is available from the CITY whenIhave a problem.
1

2

3

4

Yes.I

Yes.I

Yes.I

I'm not

No,I

No.I

No.I

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure

disagree just

disagree quite

a lot

aiitde

a litde

a lot

strongly
disagree

8. The CITY really cares about my well-being.
i" ■

.

2

-■

3 ■ ■

Yes.I

Yes,I

Yes.I

I'm not

No.I

No.I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure

disagree just

disagree quite

a lot

aiitde

aiitde

a lot

strongly
disagree

9. IfIdid the best job possible, the CITY would be sure to nodce.

. r ■ "y

2

■ 3

.

4 \ ' '

Yes.I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No.I

No.I

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure

disagree just

disagree quite

agree

a lot

aiitde

aiitde

a lot

strongly
dis^ree

10. The CITY is willing to help me whenIneed a special favor.

■1 , ^

'■ 2 ■

3.:' :

4" ,

v■/. ■ ■■■s. ' .' ' •

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes.I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No.I

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure

disagree just

agree

$lot

aiitde

disagree quite
a lot

strongly
disagree

aiitde

11. The CITY cares about my general satisfaction at work.

. 1 :

;v

2 .

- .

3

4

;5' ". ■■ ■

." 6

Yes.I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'mnot

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure

disagree just

disagree quite

agree

a lot

aiitde

alot

strongly
disagr^

>

aiitde
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12. Ifgiven the opportunity,the CITY would take advantage of me.
1

2

,3

4

5

6

7

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agreejust

sure

disagreejust

disagree quite

strongly

agree

a lot

a little

a little

a lot

disagree

5

6

7

13. The CITY shows a lot of concern for me.

1

2

3

4

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly
agree

agree quite
a lot

agreejust
a little

sure

disagreejust
a little

disagree quite
a lot

snongly
disagree

3

4

5

14. The CITY cares about my opinions.
1

2

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agreejust

sure

disagreejust

disagree quite

strongly

a lot

a little

a little

a lot

disagree

4

5

6

7

15. The CITY takes pride in my accomplishments at work.
1

2

3

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly
agree

agree quite
a lot

agreejust
a litde

sure

disagreejust
a little

disagree quite
a lot

strongly
disagree

16. The CITY tries to make myjob as interesting as possible.
1

2

3

4

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agreejust

sure

disagreejust

a lot

a little

disagree quite
a lot

strongly
disagree

a little
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NOTE: Statements #17-32 apply to your feelings regarding your SUPERVISOR. If you have more than one person

supervising you,choose the QUfi who mostregularly reviews your performance,and keep that penon in mind while
answering the questions.

17. My SUPERVISOR values my contributions to the well-being ofour department

1

;

2 . ■ ■ ■■ ' 3

, 4; :

1 '

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agreejust

sure

disagreejust

a lot

a little

disagree quite
a lot

strongly
disagree

a little

18 If my SUPERVISOR could hire someone to replace me at a lower salary he/she would do so.
;■ -3;
Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,l

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agr^just

sure

disagreejust

disagree quite

strongly

agree

a lot

a little

a little

a lot

disagree

19. My SUPERVISOR appreciates extra effortfrom me.

■ ■ 2. '

/ .1

y-:

■ ' 4,

5

■

■

• '6-"

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No.i

No,T

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agreejust

sure

disagreejust

disagree quite

strongly

a lot

a little

a little

alot

20. My SUPERVISOR strongly considers my goals and values.

-^

i' ;

2"

^3''.' . ; ■ ■ ■ . 4

■ 5^

^

6

■

1

Yes.I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'mnot

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly
agree

agree quite
alot

agmejust
a little

sine

disagreejust
a little

disagree quite
alot

strongly
disagree

21. My SUPERVISOR wants to know when I have any complaints.
1

2

3

4

7

5

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes.I

rmrtot

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly
agree

agree quite
a lot

agreejust
a little

sure

disagreejust

disagree quite

strongly

alitae

alot

disagree

22. My SUPERVISOR takes my best interests into account when he/she makes decisions that affect me.
■■ 1

■

2 ■

. "3

. . 4-.

5

6

- . 1

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,T

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No. I

strongly
agree

agree quite
alot

agreejust

sure

disagreejust

disagree quite

suungly

4 little

a lot

disagree

a little
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23. Help is avaii^le from my SUPERVISOR when I have a problem.
■ ■ 1

2,

Yes,I

■

■

Yes,I

strongly
agree quite
agree
7 a lot

-3

4;

,

. -S'; .. "

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

agreejust
a little

sure

disagreejust
a little

disagree quite
a lot

strongly
disagree

5

6

7

24. My SUPERVISOR really cares about my well-being.
1

2

3

4

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly
agree

agree quite
alot

^reejust
alittle

sure

disagreejust
alittle

disagree quite
aiot

strongly
disagree

25. Ifi did the bestjob possible, my SUPERVISOR would be sure to notice.
1

Yes,I
strongly
agree

2

3

4

5

Yes,I
agree quite
alot

Yes,I
agreejust
alittle

I'm not
sure

No,I

No,I

No,I

disagreejust

disagree quite

strongly

alitde

alot

disagree

26. My SUPERVISOR is willing to help me when I need a special favor.

■ 1, ,
Yes,I

strongly
agree

■

2.

■■

.Yes,I

agree quite
alot

.3 • ■V;-: ' ■ ■■4. : ■ . -

5 •

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

agree just
alittle

sure

disagree just
alittle

disagm quite
alot

soongly
disagree

27. My SUPERVISOR cares about my general satisfaction at wo±.
1

2

3

4

5

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,J

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure

disagree just

disagree quite

strongly

aiot

alittle

alittle

alot

disagree

28. If given the opportunity, my SUPERVISOR would take advantage of me.
1

2

3

4

5

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly
agree

agree quite
a lot

agree just
a little

Sure

disagree just
a little

disagree quite
alot

strongly
disagree
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29. My SUPERVISOR shows a lot ofconcern for me.

■ 1 ■

.

2

^

3'' ■ •

■ ' 4
■.

Yes.I

Yes,I

Yes.I

I'ninot

No,I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agreejust

sure

disagreejust

disagree quite

a lot

a little

a litde

a lot

No,I

strongly
disagree

30. My SUPERVISOR cares about my opinions.

\

■

■ ■2 - '

-3.^ '

7

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

Fm not

No,I

No.I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure V

disagree just

disa^^ quite

agree

a lot

a little

a little

a lot

strongly
disagree

31. My SUPERVISOR takes pride in my accomplishments.

■r-

1

• • ; 3' ' ,

'4' . ' '■

Yes,I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agree jiist

sure

disagree just

No,I
disagree quite

agree

a lot

a little

a little

a lot

No,I

strongly

32. My SUPERVISOR tries to make my job as interesting as possible.

■ •

1

2

,

3^v

■ 5

Yes.I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

No,I

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agreejust

sure

disagree just

disagree quite

agree

a lot

a little

a litde

a lot

strongly
disagree
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APPENDIX C
Customer Service Survey. Part. 3

PART 3: YOUR REACTION TO DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF ON-THE -JOB SUPPORT

This section ofthe survey is concerned with the way you might react to the different levels of

support you feel you receive from your supervisor and the City. Please record your feelings about
each statement by circling the number of the response you choose. It is extremely important that

you be honest when answering. Remember that your answers will remain confidential.
1. How hard I work depends partly on how well my SUPERVISOR treats me.
1

2

3

4

5

6

.7

No.I

No,I

Yes,I

Yes. I

Yes.I

I'm not

No,I

strongly
agree

agree quite
a lot

agree just
a little

sure

disagreejust disagree quite strongly
a little
a lot
disagree

2. If I am treated badly by my SUPERVISOR,then I lower my work effort
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

No.I

No,I

Yes.I

Yes, I

Yes,I

I'm not

No, I

strongly
agree

agree quite
a lot

agree just
a little

sure

disagreejust disagree quite strongly
alitde
a lot
disagree

3. How hard I wo± depends partly on how well the CITY treats me.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

No,I

No,I

Yes, I

Yes. I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

strongly
agree

agree quite
a lot

agree just
a little

sure

disagreejust disagree quite strongly
a little
a lot
disagree

4. If I am treated badly by the CITY,then I lower my work effort.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

No,I

No,I

Yes.I

Yes,I

Yes,I

I'm not

No,I

strongly

agree quite

agree just

sure

disagree just disagree quite strongly

a lot

a little

a litde

a lot

disagree

5

6

7

No,I

No, I

5. Even if my pay seems unfair, I still workjust as hard.
1

2

3

Yes,I

Yes,T

Yes, I

strongly
agree

agree quite , agree just
a lot
a litde

4

I'm not

No, I

sure

disagreejust disagree quite strongly
a litde
a lot
disagree

THANK YOU
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APPENDIX D

Request for Leave Form

Submit Alt Copies to City Mgr's Office

Date_

CITY OF
REQUEST FOR LEAVE
NAME

(First)

(Ust)

ADDRESS (While on Leave)

(Street & No.)

(Middle)

City

Division

Dept.

Phone No.

(Zip)

(State)

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE

CLASS TITLE

VACATION LEAVE & HOLIDAY TIME OFF
Accum. Time Due Employee

Reason For Request:

Holiday

Vacation

First Working Day Absent

Hours

Total Working Time Absent

Date of Return To Work

Hours

Please issue check for accrued vacation and/or holidays requested In advance.
_No

_Yes
Remarks:

SICK OR BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
Person or Persons involved:

Reason For Request:

_lllness or Disability

_Self

_Death

_Member of Immediate Family

First Working Day Absent

Total Working Time Absent

Date of Return To Work

Hours

Accum. Time Due Employee

Remarks:

Hours

OTHER TYPES OF LEAVE
Reason For Request:
Miiitarv

Educational fPlease specify in remarksl

Without Pay

Pregnancy

Other fPlease soecifv in remarks)

With Pav
Half Pav

Industrial Iniurv

First Working Day Absent.

Total Working Time Absent

Date of Return To Work

Hours

Remarks:

APPROVALS
Supervisor

Date:

Department Head

Date:

City Manager

Date:
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APPENDIX E

City Sick Leave Policy as it. Pertains to Subiects

Accrual

Sick leave with pay is granted at the rate of eight
hours for each calendar

month of service.

uniimited^^ ^

are granted sick leave with pay at

Accrual is

the rate of 12 hours for each calendar month of service.

Accruai is unlimited.

Sick Leave Reports

Inl oriier to receiye compensation while absent on sick
leave> the employee shall notify his/her immediate
supervisor ot the Peradinhel Office prior to or within four
hours after the time set for beginnih^ daily duties^ or as
may be specified by the head of the department■
When
absence; is for more than three work daySf the employee
shall file a physician's certificate or a personal

affidavit with the Perspnnei Officer, atating the causia of
■ the /absence^:;

GoTOpensation for Unused Sick Leave

Except as otherwisa herein st:ait.ed> accumulated sick

leaye isi ibst when the employee is terminet'ed. Employees
muet have worked as regular salaried employees for more

than five years to be eligible tb: 1) use sick leave to
defer termihation bf their emplbymeht, and; 2) receive

partiai compensation for uhuSed sick leave upon
termination. This compensatiph is calculated according to
fhe. formUla./-below:

The;number of days of sick leave accrued multiplied
by gross daily eairnihgs at the time of terminatibn
multipled by a percentage as follows:

Employed five years or more, but less than ten... 10%
Employed ten years or more, but less than 15..... 25%
Employed 15 years or more
50%;
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APPENDIX E (continued)

Accumulated Sick Leave at Termination of Employee

Members of the General Unit who are granted a service
retireiment (rather than disability retirement) shall be
provided a sum equal to the cash value of 75% of the
employee's accumulated sick leave after 30 (20 for safety
personnel) cumulative years of service with the City.
The
cash value shall be computed at the employee's hourly rate
in existence at the time the monies are disbursed

(Personnel Rules & Regulations, p. 34-35).
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■ .■ ■ ■ •APPENDIX -F ■

Customer Service Survey Ihstrucfciona

I

CrrYOF

EMPLOYEE SURVEY

is Customer Service and why is it important? Customer Service is attention to the needs
and we attend to their

of the customer. Our customers arc the citizens and business people of

needs by diping our jobs well, whether it be over the telephone, tlu-ough the mail, or in person.

Customer Service is important because we want them to see us as dependable and helpful Plus, when

our residcnp and business people are happy with City service,they are more than willing to support the

upgrading of City programs and services as well as provide adequate pay and benefits for our
competent work force.

For these reasons, quality Customer Service has hecome a priority for the City of
and
our Custonler Service Task Force needs your help to improve our service wherever possible. Qur

employee Task Force is asking you to fill out this survey because we want to know what could be done
to help us provide the best possible customer service. It is possible we may be providing good service

now, but by jfilling out this survey you will be telling us and Citymanagement what could make it even
better for ou|r customers and how the City could make it easier for you to provide quality service.

INSTRUCTIONS: ;

1.

Noti'ce that the survey has three parts, and that there are specific instructions for each part.
Please read these instructions carefully before writing your answere.

2.

The Statements in the survey have been constructed so that your response will reflect YQUR
attitudes and opinions. There ^e no "right" or "wrong" answers. The proper answer for you,

there^fore, is the one which best shows how you, yourself, feel about the matter.

3.

PleaJe answer every item. Don't skip any. If you arc not sure of the meaning of any

4.

Pleas^ do not discuss the statements with anyone while you are completing it or after you have

statement, please ask Clare or Colleen, who are coordinating the survey, to explain it to you.
finished. We want you to express your individual opinions without being influenced by your
feUow employees. PLEASE KEEP YOUR RESPONSES TO YOURSELF UNTIL AFTER
YOU|HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED THAT ALL CITY EMPLOYEES HAVE COMPLETED THE

-

5.

SURVEY.

..

The answers are scored according to each group of employees. Your name is not required, but
we do|ask you to list your department, such as"Public Works," "Administrative Services,"
"Fire,' etc. and whether you are a full-time (FT) or part-time (PT) employee. Results will be

published according to employee groups, not individuals.
THANK YOUFOR YOUR PARTICIPATION. YOU WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

Go ahead how and start the survey.

SO

APPENDIX G
Original Survey for Pilot Group Administration

PART 2: ORGANIZATIONAL/SUPERVISORY SUPPORT
FOR GOOD CUSTOMER SERVICE

lis section ofthe survey is concerned with your opinions of the on-the-iob support you

receive fijom the City as a whole and your own supervisorin trying to provide quality service.
Please record yourfeelings abouteach statement by circling the number ofthe response you
choose. Statements #1-16 apply to the CITY AS A WHOLE(for example,upper management)and

statement^#17-32apply to yourimmediate SUPERVISOR.

NOTE: sjtatements#1-16applyto yourfeelingsregarding theCITYASA WHOLE.
1. The Gn|Y values my contributions to its well-being.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly

Moderately
Agrw

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately

Strongly
Disagree

Agree

Agree
Nor

2. If the CITY could hire someone to replace me at a lower salary it would do so.

Strongly

ModCTately

Slightly

Neither

Agreei

Agree

Agree

Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

3. The CITY fails to appreciate any extra effortfrom me.
6

1

Strongly

Agree 1

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Slightly

Agree

Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagr^

4. TheCity strjongly considers mygoals and values.
1

1

2

3

4

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

5. The City would ignore any complaintfrom me.

' ^'i ;
Strongly
Agree

-I ■: ■ 2 ' •
Moderately
Agree

3

4

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

SI

6. The C]TT

disregards my best interests when it makes decisions that affect me.

1

3

Strongly

Moderately

Slighdy

Neither

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately

Nor

Disagree
7. Help is. available from the CITY when I have a problem.

Strcjngly
Agree

Moderately
Agiee

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

8, The Ci1Y really cares about my weU-being.

Stfonigly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

A^
Nor

Disagree

9. Even ifI(hd the bestjob possible, the CITY would fail to nodce.
7

Strongly

Moderately

Slighdy

Neither

Agree I

Agree

Agree

Agree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Disagree

Nor

Disagree

10. The CITYjis willing to help me when I need a special favor.
■ ■ 1

■

I ■

2

■

3-

.

4

Strongly

Moderately

Slighdy

Neither

Agree ]

Agree

Agree

Agree
Nor

Disagree

11. The CITY cares about my general satisfacdon at work.

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

82

Moderately

Strongly

Disagree

12. Ifgiveii the opportunity, the CITY would take advantage of me.

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Slightly

Agree

Disagree

Moderately

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

13. The CITY shows very little concern for me.

1

i

Strongly
Agree

2

3

Moderately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree
14. The CITY cares about my opinions.
1

2

3

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree
15. The CITY takes pride in my accomplishments at work.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

16. The CITY tries to make myjob as interesting as possible.
1

:

Strongly
Agree

2

3

4

Moderately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

S3

NOTE: Statements #17-32 apply to your feelings regarding your SUPERVISOR. If you have more than one person

supervising'you,choose the ons who most regularly reviews your performance,and keep that person in mind while
answering the questions.

17. My SUPERVISOR values my contributions to the well-being ofour department
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Agree
Nor

Disagree

18. If my SUPERVISOR could hire someone to replace me at a lower salary he/she would do so.

Strongly
Agree;

Modo^tely
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Neither

Agree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

19. My SUPl^VISOR fails to appreciate any extra effortfrom me.
1

,

2

3

4

5

Strongly

Moderately

Slightly

Neither

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

SlighUy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

20. My SUPERVISOR strongly considers my goals and values.
1

i

Strongly
Agree

2

3

4

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

21. My SUPERVISOR would ignore any complaintfrom me.
I

1

'

2

3

4

Strongly;

Moderately

Slightly

Neither

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree
Nor

Disagree

22. My SUPERVISOR disregards my best interests when it makes decisions that affect me.

Strongly|

Moderately

Slightly

Neither

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

;

Slightly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

84

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

23. Help is available from my SUPERVISOR when I have a problem.

Strongly
Agree

Mocteately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

24. My SUPERVISOR really cares about my well-being.
1

2

3

4

Strongly

Moderately

Slighdy

Neither

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

6

-

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

25. Even if I did the bestjob possible, my SUPERVISOR would fail to notice.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly

Moderately

Slightly

Neither

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

26. My SUPERVISOR is willing to help me when I need a special favor.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Slightly
Disagree

Agree
Nor

Disagree

27. My SUPERVISOR cares about my general satisfaction at wo±.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Slightly
Disagree

Agree
Nor

Disagree

28. Ifgiven the opportunity, my SUPERVISOR would take advantage of me.

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

85

29. My SUPERVISOR shows very little concern for me.
1

2

3

Strongly
Agree

Moctately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Slighdy
Disagree

Moderately

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

Moderately

Strongly

Disagree

Disagr^

Nor

Disagree

30. My SUPERVISOR cares about my opinions.
1

2

3

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

31. My SUPERVISOR takes pride in my accomplishments.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

32. My SUPERVISOR tries to make my job as interesting as possible.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree

Modaately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Slighdy
Disagree

Agree
Nor

Disagree

as

PART 3: YOUR REACTION TO DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF ON-THE -JOB SUPPORT

This section ofthe survey is concerned with the way you might react to the different levels of

support you feel you receive from your supervisor and the City. Please record your feelings about
each statement by circling the number ofthe response you choose. It is extremely iniportant that

you be honest when answering. Remember that your answers will remain confidential.
1. My work effort depends partly on how well my supervisor and the City deal with my desires and concerns.

Strongly

Moda^tely

Slightly

Neither

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not

Disagree

2. IfI am treated badly by my supervisor or the City,I lower my work effort.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly

Moderately

Slighdy

Neither

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

3. How hard I woik is not affected by how well my supervisor or the City treats me.

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Neither

Agree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

4. My work effort has nothing to do with the fairness of my pay.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slighdy
Agree

Neither

Slighdy
Disagree

Agree
Nor

Disagree

5. The failure of my supervisor or the City to appreciate my contribudons affects how hard I work.

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agr^

Slighdy
Agree

Slighdy
Disagree

Neither

Agree
Nor

Disagree

87

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

6. If I am treated badly by my supervisor, but not the City, I lower my work effort
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

SHghdy
Agree

Neither
Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

7. If I am treated badly by the City, but not my supervisor,I lower my work effort

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neither
Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Nor

Disagree

THANK YOU

as

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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